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**Marks and Mark Locations**

*Yellow and Orange Marks* may be located anywhere on the lake, depending on wind strength and direction. Gates may or may not be used. When used, they will be for leeward rounding.

---

**Race Courses**

**Windward-Leeward with Gates:** Start, mark 1, pass between leeward marks 2, and finish. You may round either leeward mark. When rounding one gate mark, you’ll keep the mark to port; on the other, you’ll leave it to starboard.

**Course Boards**

The race course is indicated by simple directions posted left to right by the race committee. The letter “O” is for orange; the letter “Y” is for yellow. In this case the orange mark is taken first, then the yellow. If there are two yellow marks, they’re gates.

**Start Sequence**

We use a three-minute start sequence. Three minutes after your fleet flag goes up with a horn, the flag drops and the race starts. With two minutes to the start, the preparatory flag goes up; with one minute to the start, the prep flag comes down.